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New Love Must Rise
Selected Songs of Margaret Ruthven Lang (1867-1972)

Volume II

Donald George, tenor
Lucy Mauro, piano

The Garden
1.     On an April Apple Bough (1:44)
2.     Before My Lady’s Window, Op. 19, No. 4 (1:45)
3.     In the Greenwood, Op. 19, No. 2 (1:18)
4.     In a Garden (2:28)
5.     The Bird, Op. 40, No. 3 (2:32)
6.     Nameless Pain (2:07)
7.     Northward, Op. 37, No. 6 (1:20)
8.     My Garden, Op. 28, No. 3 (2:00)
9.     I Knew the Flowers Had Dreamed of You (2:04)

The Twilight
10. Song in the Songless, Op. 38, No. 4 (3:46)
11. In the Twilight (1:33)
12. An  Even Psalm, Op. 46, No. 1 (3:30)
13. The Harbor of Dreams, Op. 7, No. 3 (2:26)
14. In the Night, Op. 39, No. 3 (2:33)

Nonsense Rhymes and Pictures, 
opp. 42 and 43 (Edward Lear)

15. There was an old Man of Dumbree (1:12)
16. There was a Young Lady in blue (:51)
17. There was a Young Lady of Parma (2:33)
18. The was an Old Person of Jodd (1:38)
19. There was a Young Lady in white (1:38)
20. There was a Young Lady whose eyes (1:30)

Tomorrow and a Lullaby
21. To-Morrow, Op. 39, No. 7 (2:02)
22. Lydia, Op. 32, No. 2 (2:28)
23. A Thought, Op. 37, No. 1 (1:43)
24. Lied der Nebenbuhlerin (2:56)
25. Lament, Op. 6, No. 3 (2:42)
26. An Irish Mother’s Lullaby, Op. 34 (3:42)
27. Night, Op. 7, No. 1 (2:14)

Total Playing Time: 58:34



“Personally, I see in Miss Lang’s compositions such a depth of psychology that I
place the general quality of her work above that of any other woman composer …
it is so sincere, so true to the underlying thought, that it seems to me to have an
unusual chance of interesting attention and stirring emotions increasingly with
the years.”  

— Rupert Hughes in Contemporary American Composers, 1900

The historical importance of composer Margaret Ruthven Lang (1867-1972) is far
greater than most knowledgeable music lovers realize. Indeed, this self-effacing and
diminutive woman scored a major musical milestone: her two early concert over-
tures were the first works by a female composer to be performed by major American
orchestras, in an era of near-complete male dominance of musical culture (and soci-
ety in general). In April of 1893, her Dramatic Overture was delivered by the Boston
Symphony; her Witichis Overture was performed by members of the Chicago Sym-
phony the following year, during that city’s 1893 World’s Fair. 

How sad that we will probably never hear these works, nor any of her later creations
with orchestra. None of them were ever published, and Lang herself is believed to
have destroyed the original scores, probably after she stopped composing in 1919 –
for reasons that remain unclear. So far as we know, she never composed another note
during the remainder of her 104-year lifespan, remaining musically active only as a
listener and otherwise devoting her time to church work.  Scholars of her life and
music surmise that her motivations were far more complex than the simple answer
she gave in an interview (on the occasion of her hundredth birthday): “Why did I
stop? I had nothing to say.” But we know that her orchestral music must have been
rather good, as even the crustiest of her largely misogynistic critics were inspired to
admit to her indisputable talents and craftsmanship – even while disparaging
women’s musical abilities in general. And this was quite a coup, at a time when the
intellectual and creative abilities of women were largely scorned.    

Whatever her reasons, there remains only faint hope that these works will ever be
heard again – unless scores or orchestral parts eventually turn up in some attic,
archive or library. All we have from her are her published works, all from her con-
siderable output of art songs for piano and voice. Of the (at least) 160 songs she is be-
lieved to have written, 130 were published during her lifetime. A number of her
choral works, orchestrated song arrangements and piano pieces are being restored
and assembled for planned future recordings. This release is the second Volume of
an ongoing series from Delos recording Lang’s music for the first time. It is likely
that you are reading these notes after being captivated by the quality of her songs in

our first volume, “Love is Everywhere” (DE 3407), as rendered by her most excellent
champions: tenor Donald George and pianist Lucy Mauro, who are on an ardent mis-
sion to revive her wonderful music and restore her to her rightful niche in the Pan-
theon of American musical history. 

Margaret was born into a socially and musically prominent Boston family; the oldest of
the three children of Benjamin Johnson Lang (“B. J.”) and Frances Morse Burrage Lang.
B. J., who was in the thick of Boston’s incredibly fertile musical culture, was one of the
city’s most accomplished and versatile musicians (pianist, organist, composer, conduc-
tor and teacher). He had finished his own musical training in Germany – where he
studied with Liszt, befriended Wagner, and became acquainted with many of Europe’s
most famous musicians. Frances, a gifted vocalist, was a fixture in Boston’s Parlor (or
“Salon”) circuit: the series of revolving
in-home musical soirées offering
chamber or vocal music – affairs that,
as in Europe, were then the primary
musical outlets for upper-crust
women. Like any high-born girl-child
in Boston, Margaret (nicknamed “Mai-
die” – and later, “Blossy”) was ex-
pected to have certain “womanly”
musical skills (voice, piano) as part of
her overall suitability for a proper
upper-class marriage – which, in her
case, never happened. 

B. J. immediately picked up on his
precocious daughter’s talents, and
saw to it that she began her training early, and in earnest: she studied with Boston’s
finest musicians (B. J. knew them all). Add to that her musically rich home environ-
ment, and Maidie’s abilities quickly blossomed. Over the years, the Langs opened
their home to a parade of visiting European musical notables – like Antonin Dvor ̌ák
and (piano legend) Ignacy Jan Paderewski. Her pianistic skills were particularly re-
fined – and, encouraged by both parents, she began composing at age twelve.  

Bucking the prevailing notion that advanced training in music theory, counterpoint
and orchestration was wasted on women, B. J. – upon realizing his daughter’s gift for
composition – had her trained in such disciplines, even sending her to Munich, Ger-
many in 1886. By virtue of her father’s many European connections, she studied violin
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and counterpoint there with prestigious teachers – though privately; women were
then denied admission to leading conservatories in both Europe and America. Upon
her return, she continued her studies with the likes of George Chadwick and John
Knowles Paine. By contrast, fellow Bostonian (and family friend) Amy Beach – whose

fame eventually outstripped Margaret’s by far – re-
ceived precious little advanced training: her husband
wouldn’t permit it, though he allowed her to compose.  

The Langs’ progressive attitude regarding the musical
role of women is further underscored by the fact that
two of the music world’s leading female musical pio-
neers were guests in the Lang home. Ethel Smyth was
England’s ground-breaking woman composer (and
gadfly suffragette), and violinist Camilla Urso was a
prominent advocate of women’s professional involve-
ment in music. Given her parents’ liberal convictions
and the happy fact that they were in a financial posi-
tion to back them up, it should come as no surprise
that young Margaret was probably the best-trained
American woman composer of her day. 

Ironically, B. J. – the primary architect of his daugh-
ter’s training and main facilitator of her early suc-
cesses – may well also have been (at least in part) the

final cause of her decision to stop composing altogether, ten years after his death in
1909. B. J. not only supervised her training closely, but became the primary editor
and strongest critic (besides herself) of her compositions. For one, B. J. himself was
extremely self-critical, and rarely had any of his own compositions published (mostly
solo piano works and some published vocal and choral works) – and this tendency
may well have rubbed off on his daughter. Furthermore, it has been speculated that
Margaret had become overly dependent on her father’s guidance and criticism, and
lacked the self-confidence to continue composing on her own. 

Perhaps she finally gave in to Bostonian social imperatives of putting family first,
content to have left her mark in one of the few compositional genres then deemed
“proper” for women: the art-song. 

Thus – until recordings of her choral and piano music become available – we must
evaluate Lang according to the many and varied merits of her songs. Cast in the gen-
eral mold of classic European “Lieder,” her efforts pair original and pleasing vocal
melody with deftly-wrought piano support that illuminates and enhances her texts
with mood-setting color and often impressionistic imagery. In the course of her train-

ing (especially in Munich), she was no doubt exposed to the European masters of the
Lied – composers like Schubert, Schumann, Mendelssohn,  Brahms, Wolf, et al – and
probably picked up some tricks from each of them. But in spite of her European in-
fluences, Lang managed to make something distinctly American of her craft. The fol-
lowing paragraphs will spare you individual analyses
of all 27 songs in this volume, in favor of discussing
some of Lang’s major themes, forms and characteristics
while pointing out representative examples of each.   

Lang’s wide-ranging choice of poets affirms that she
had a good “nose” for some of the finest poetry of
her day. But, as a true child of her time, both her cho-
sen lyrics and music indulged in the kind of stilted,
yet ultra-sentimental Victorian qualities that were
fashionable in the late nineteenth century – which is
one reason why her creations fell into neglect as the
world barreled into a very different twentieth cen-
tury. Donald George, our tenor in this album, speaks
of a kind of “Boston Reserve” to her treatment of
texts – a quality that was quite typical of her day.
But, a century later, we can begin to appreciate her
creations anew in their natural historical perspective.  

One of Lang’s primary compositional virtues was her
ability to write effectively for the human voice – in such a way that her singers
never sound forced, awkward or unnatural. She had a true penchant for lyrical ex-
pression, and knew how to use natural vocal qualities and inflections to express her
sentiments to wondrous effect.  This may well have come, at least in part, through
the influence of her mother, Frances – who not only had a lovely voice herself, but
no doubt brought other gifted vocalists into the Lang home to perform in her parlor
soirées. Mr. George, in a recent interview, spoke of her “wonderful emphasis on
melodic invention and beauty,” which goes far to make her songs “simply, emi-
nently singable, and enjoyable … they work in the voice.” The uncontrived ease and
flow of her vocal writing is especially apparent in songs like “On an April Apple
Bough” (track 1), with its deliciously florid figurations. 

Another strength that any sensitive listener will immediately pick up on is Lang’s
ability to produce sophisticated and pleasing piano parts that make the fortunate pi-
anist a full partner to the vocalist; not merely an accompanist. This was in keeping
with her reputed status as a highly refined and musical pianist: skills that she pre-
sumably got to demonstrate in her mother’s parlor events (the proper place for a
young lady to perform).  And her piano writing consistently demonstrates her natural
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knack for illuminating and enhancing her chosen poetry. As Lucy Mauro, this album’s pi-
anist, put it: “She makes great use of the piano in depicting the texts: colorful registers, in-

teresting voicings of chords, varied textures and uses of
the pedal.” While almost every song here can be cited for
the excellence of Lang’s piano writing, particularly dra-
matic and vital examples are found in “Northward” (tr. 7)
and “A Thought” (tr. 23). More delicate and impressionis-
tic piano magic is found in “An Even Psalm” (tr. 12).

What writer of songs could ever ignore the joys and ago-
nies of love? The excitement, happiness and ardent out-
pourings of new romance are found in songs like “In the
Greenwood” (tr. 3); even more passionate examples are
heard in “Lydia” (tr. 22) and “Night” (tr. 27). The pains
of love lost are heard – amid a particularly vibrant piano
part – in “Nameless Pain” (tr. 6); more reflective musings
are found in the delicate, unutterably sad German set-
ting, “Lied der Nebenbuhlerin” (Song of the rival maid –
tr. 24). An even more intensely tragic example is found
in the utterly forlorn French setting, “Lament” (tr. 25).

Lang’s love of children and babies – a softer, more famil-
ial kind of love – is reflected in the several lullabies heard

in this collection. Salient examples are “In a Garden” (tr. 4), which also offers an intrigu-
ing array of illustrative effects from the piano. Then there’s “To-Morrow” (tr. 21) – one
of the brighter examples – and “An Irish Mother’s Lullaby” (tr. 26): one of her best-
known (and best-selling) songs. Several of these employ – as with most lullabies – the
6/8 meter, which Lang handles with particular skill and “rocking” effect.  Lang also em-
ploys 6/8 time to achieve a water-borne, barcarolle-like effect in sections of “The Bird”
(tr. 5): a particularly varied and joyous song with palpable religious sentiments. 

Like her European forbears, Lang produced quite a few settings in the general folk-
idiom, though we rarely, if ever, find actual folk materials in her songs.  Most such
songs are built on her own melodies, but offered in a folk-like musical style … a tech-
nique that could’ve been inspired by Dvořák’s example. But, mind you, her “folksy”
settings were highly stylized and refined, having been filtered through the sieve of
big-city musical propriety. Would actual rural mountain music (and hillbilly musi-
cians) have been tolerated in Boston’s elegant parlors? Be that as it may, Maidie’s ef-
forts in the genre are small gems: the folk-feel is readily apparent in songs like
“Before my Lady’s Window” and “In the Greenwood” (trks 2, 3). And the previ-
ously-cited “Lied der Nebenbuhlerin” stands as a stylized example of the German
folk-style … which she probably picked up on during her period of study in Munich.

Nature – and its immutable daily cycles, like the night – offers endless metaphoric
possibilities. And Lang found nature, as well as its man-made imitations (like gar-
dens) to be endless sources of inspiration. Natural scenes recur repeatedly – most
vividly in numbers like “Song in the Songless” (Perhaps also a veiled protest in sup-
port of women’s rights?).  Natural imagery can also be savored in ”The Harbor of

Dreams” (tr. 13) and “I Knew the Flowers had dreamed of you”  (tr. 9); more violent
aspects of nature are treated in “Northward” (tr. 7). Soft and gentle nocturnal moods
prevail in songs like “In the Twilight” and “An even Psalm” (trks. 11, 12) – as well as
in “In the Night” (tr. 14). Garden delights are featured in “My Garden” (tr. 8), and
couched within a sweet lullaby in “In a Garden” (tr. 4).

Finally, let’s consider the upbeat topic of wit and humor. The Nonsense Rhymes and
Pictures section of this album features settings of the whimsical limericks of Edward
Lear, who was not afraid to lampoon both individual and societal foibles in his
whimsical verses. These are pieces that the imaginative interpreter can easily “ham
up” in performance. The often deadpan, tongue-in-cheek vocal lines tell each
rhyme’s story – but much of the humor comes from the piano’s stops, starts, and gen-
uinely funny keyboard antics. Try out numbers like “There was an Old Man of Dum-
bree” (tr. 15) on your children: they’ll surely get a rise out of lines like “Who taught
little owls to drink tea … For he said, ‘To eat mice is not proper or nice’ ” – yet an-
other dig at the unrealistic restraints of “polite society.”

No matter what themes or emotions inspired them, any sensitive fan of art songs will
soon realize that these exquisite miniatures are paragons of their genre, and precious
artifacts of their bygone time and social milieu: artifacts that are ripe for rediscovery
and rescue from obscurity. How fortunate for us that Lang’s legacy now lies in the
hands of such accomplished and dedicated artists as Mr. George and Ms. Mauro –
who will not rest until Lang’s long-lost reputation is restored, and her music resumes
its rightful place in the American art song repertoire. Please join them – and Delos –
as we spread the word about one of America’s least understood, yet most remarkable
composers of any era.

Lindsay Koob

Edward Lear in 1887



Donald George has per-
formed at La Scala, and the
Paris Opera Bastille,
Kennedy Center, the State Operas of Berlin, Hamburg and Vienna, the Festivals of
Salzburg, Santa Fe (USA), Jerusalem, Istanbul, and Perth (Australia). He has sung
with Leonard Bernstein, Jeffrey Tate, Vladimir Jurowski, Simone Young and
recorded Elijah, Verdi Requiem, Rossini’s Aurelieano in Palmira and Le Nozze di Teti e
Peleo (the world premiere recording). Reviews of Donald George speak of his “pleas-
ing tenor sound, vocally reliable in all challenges” (Verdi Requiem–Metropolitan Opera
News), “A success for La Scala; all possess a superb technique, and are consum-
mate actors…including Donald George” (Peter Grimes–Corriere della Sera), “Donald
George provides Candide with a supple, beautiful toned lyricism—His Lament is one
of the highlights of the performance” (Candide–Münchner Merkur – Munich, Germany).
“His upper register explodes into a silvery extra dimension like sunlight suffusing a
snowy pinnacle. Up and down its finely cultivated range, the voice is one of relaxed
sonority.” (Blog Unfeigned Coffee Fiend).  Donald George was awarded the Alumnus
of the Year 2010 at Southeastern Louisiana University and the Louisiana State Legis-
lature awarded him a certificate of merit for his accomplishments.

Lucy Mauro frequently
performs, conducts master
classes, workshops and

other presentations with tenor Donald George throughout the country and abroad,
including recent tours of colleges and universities throughout the US, for the Asolo
Song Festival in Italy, the TOPOpera Festival in Austria and in Shenyang, China.
Other recent performances for her include those for the Colorado Music Festival, at
Coolidge Auditorium at the Library of Congress, and for the French Piano Institute
of Paris reunion. Her piano playing has been described as “sublime,” “totally engag-
ing” and “exceptionally colorful and sensitive” and reviews include "Lucy Mauro's
flawless accompaniments ...were stellar" (Unfeigned Coffee Fiend), "Die Interpretation
des Accompaniments auf dem Klavier war Wunderbar" and "Under Mauro's skillful
playing the absence of an orchestra will be of little concern" (New River Voice). Lucy
Mauro is an Assistant Professor at West Virginia University and is the director of
Collaborative Piano for the International Performing Arts Institute in Germany and
the WVU Bavarian Summer Voice and Piano Collaborative Workshop. She is also the
co-editor of Essential Two-Piano Repertoire, Essential Keyboard Trios, and Essential Duet
Transcriptions from Alfred Publishing. 

Their website is www.duodrama.net
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ALSO AVAILABLE ON DELOS

Volume One also includes a Companion Data Disc
Printable PDFs of all song scores contained in Volumes 1 and 2

Printable texts for all songs contained in Volumes 1 and 2
A list of the songs in both volumes, categorized by degree of difficulty

PDFs of selected original manuscripts

DE 3407

Love is Everywhere
Selected Songs of Margaret Ruthven Lang (1867-1972)

Volume I




